Master telephone socket wiring diagrams

A master socket contains a 1. Additional secondary sockets are wired off the master as shown
above, the colour codes shown are the standard, but may differ in some existing installations.
Note that the pictorial view shown above only serves to indicate the two differing types of
sockets and wiring connections. NTE5 Line-box wiring instructions. In more recent years NTE5
or CTE5 Lineboxes are fitted in place of master sockets, these have a removable lower half
panel which house the terminals to connect wiring to the secondary sockets. On older
installations pre cream or grey cables were used. They contained conductors coloured blue to
pin 2, orange to pin 5, brown to pin 3 and green to pin 4 if used , on some conversions green
was used for pin 3 and brown for pin 4. Most homes with a landline will have a master socket
called an NTE5A, this socket has a concealed test socket in which you can plug in a phone to
test the line. To expose the test socket simply remove the two screws and gently pull off the
front faceplate, be sure to do this gently as there may be wires connected to the back of it. You
will then see the test socket in which you can plug in a phone in order to test the line. If the line
now works then it is very likely that you have a fault with your extension wiring or sockets. If the
line is still dead then the likelihood is that the fault is outside your home, although it could still
be a fault on your property. The latest type of master phone socket is called an NTE5C, the
same principal applies except that the front faceplate simply unclips from each side, rather than
being screwed on. When describing telephone wiring the colour grey is often referred to as
slate. This is to avoid any confusion between green and grey as the first three letters are both
the same. Wiring Information. Wiring modern telephone sockets Line Jacks. Wiring Faults.
Telephone line dead or similar issues. Other telephone problems. Phone ringing continuously:.
No ringing:. Very poor speech quality, possibly poor bell:. Terminal 3 disconnected. Wire
broken between terminals 2 or 5. Terminal 3 and 2 or 3 and 5 transposed. Telephone Cable
Wiring Colours. CW Internal Telephone Cable. Pair No. Item code: Early type of external
dropwire cable were constructed of one parallel pair in a figure-8 configuration. BT dropwire
reference No. Jumper wire colours. Note regarding telephone cable colours. We use cookies to
ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we
will assume that you accept our policy. OK Privacy Policy. Master Socket. Dropwire comes in
1-pair, 2-pairs or 4-pairs, the cable also has three steel tension wires to give support. BT
dropwire reference. CW Reference. Conductor Type. Solid cadmium copper. Solid copper
covered steel. Nominal Conductor Diameter mm. Conductor Size mm 2. Minimum Insulation
Thickness mm. Nominal Insulated Conductor Diameter mm. Sockets can only be installed on
the new plug and socket system. If your phones are connected to a connector as shown in the
picture below then you must contact your exchange service provider to have a Master socket
installed. You may only wire off a Master Socket. Please beware that the master Sockets are
updated over time and may not be mentioned in this page. Please check with supplier if you
require additional information. Tools You will also need tools to wire a socket and these should
be in good condition. The tools required are Eye Shields Planning Before you start plan the
cable route. The sockets wire from the Master and then follow from socket to socket. If you
cable to the 1st floor then consider going external - usually via the front window - up the wall and in the bedroom window. This is because running the cable up the stairs is normally a pain
and involves cabling over numerous doors. Do not go under carpets and do not run cables
behind doors. The top of the skirting board is a good place to start. Fitting the Socket If the
sockets are fitted after the house is built, then surface mounted are the best option. These
should be fixed to the wall or skirting board with the appropriate fixings. Always wear eye
shields when drilling. WARNING - Before attaching the socket to the wall, ensure that you have
selected a position where you will not hit any concealed pipes or electrical cables. Check with a
cable locator - purchase at a DIY shop. Remember to keep the sockets well clear of the floor to
avoid damage by floor cleaning equipment and to enable the cable to be brought neatly out of
the socket box and on to the skirting board. Once you have decided on the positions for the
sockets, carefully cut out the appropriate cable entry hole in the side or base of each socket
using a sharp knife. Mount the sockets in position, using the two screws and plastic wall plugs
supplied with each socket. The socket box mounting holes are slotted to allow horizontal and
vertical adjustment before tightening the screws fully. Cabling House telephone wiring uses
cable containing six 0. It is important that this size of wire is used or a good electrical
connection cannot be guaranteed and there could be problems in the future with the system.
Never use stranded wire, mains cable or bell wire. Run the cables to the Extension socket
positions in accordance with your plan. Damaged cable may cause faulty operation or damage
to the system and must be replaced, not taped up. You can also use two cleats as shown to
hold a cable bend neatly in place, not a single cleat on the bend. Next cut away the unwanted
sheath with the side cutters. Do not remove the PVC insulation from the wires themselves. Fix
the cable sheath s neatly to the cable mount on the faceplate of the socket using the nylon tie

provided with the socket. Put the cable in place and tighten the tie see diagram below. Cable
securing methods may differ depending on the make of the socket. Spread out the individual
wires so that you can identify the colours. In each socket the wiring HAS to be connected as
follows Incorrect wiring may cause faulty operation or damage to the system. Terminating the
wires No wire stripping or soldering is necessary to make a good termination. Always wear eye
shields when using IDC tools as the wire ends can fly off. This is essential, as not only will the
tool be damaged but also the wire will not be terminated properly if the tool is incorrectly used.
It is recommended that you practice first by placing the IDC tool over a terminal, without a wire
in place. In the correct position the tool will easily slide as far as the chamfer of the plastic
insulator on the terminal. Leaving a small amount of slack in the wire place the wire to be
terminated in the appropriate slot of the terminal. Put the tool into position. A firm vertically
applied pressure to the tool will force the wire into the connector fork and the connection is
made. You will hear it go into place. Then remove any excess wire beyond the connector with
the wire side cutters. The picture shows the cheap wiring tool, if the Krone version is used, then
the scissors side locates in the recessed side shown to the right in the picture. The Krone tool
also automatically cuts off the spare wire. If two cables are to be connected to the socket, a
second wire will need to be inserted at the same terminal. Each wire must be inserted
individually and not both at once. Ensure that wires are pushed into the connector fork fully,
one on top of the other. The socket will only accommodate two cables maximum. Where two
wires are to be terminated at the same terminal, make sure that the colours of the wires from
each cable match each other. After you have made the three terminations on one side of the
socket, e. If you should make a mistake, a wire can be removed by pulling it upwards out of the
connector fork. Do not attempt to reinsert the same part of the wire until the damaged portion
has been cut off. Leave each terminated socket out of its box for the moment. Lay the wires
down onto the socket to make a neat job and then securely fix the socket to the back box.
Testing Check for dial tone at each socket and then ask a friend to call you back. Whilst the line
is ringing, plug a phone into each socket to ensure that it rings. If not check the termination on
pin 3 of the socket. What to do if you need to call your exchange supplier about a fault on your
line. As with all electrical work, if you are not trained or experienced in such matters, then the
advice is to seek the expertise of a professional. Remember - telephones normally have 3 metre
cords. Straight Runs Fixing on Corners. This page describes how to wire and cable telephone
sockets in the UK only. Home page. Search the Site. Glossary of Telecom Terminology. Quick
Find. All Telephone Systems. Wiring Diagram Eircom Phone Socket have some pictures that
related one another. Find out the most recent pictures of Wiring Diagram Eircom Phone Socket
here, and also you can find the picture here simply. Wiring Diagram Eircom Phone Socket
picture submitted and uploaded by Admin that kept in our collection. Wiring Diagram Eircom
Phone Socket have an image from the other. The collection that consisting of chosen picture
and the best amongst others. They are so many great picture list that could become your
motivation and informational purpose of Wiring Diagram Eircom Phone Socket design ideas for
your own collections. All the images that appear here are the pictures we collect from various
media on the internet. If there is a pictures that violates the rules or you want to give criticism
and suggestions about Wiring Diagram Eircom Phone Socket please contact us on Contact Us
page. Wiring Diagram Eircom Phone Socket. Januari 14, Wiring Diagrams. Posting Komentar.
The collection that consisting of chosen picture and the best among others. They are so many
great picture list that may become your creativity and informational purpose of Usb Male To
Female Cable Wiring Diagram design ideas for your own collections. Baca selengkapnya.
Januari 08, Wiring Diagram Control Motor 3 Phase have some pictures that related one another.
Find out the most recent pictures of Wiring Diagram Control Motor 3 Phase here, and also you
can have the picture here simply. Wiring Diagram Control Motor 3 Phase picture uploaded and
uploaded by Admin that saved in our collection. They are so many great picture list that may
become your ideas and informational purpose of Wiring Diagram Control Motor 3 Phase design
ideas on your own collections. It looks to us that the whole area of phone socket wiring and
cables confuses folks. However, there is or should be a logic to the cables and colours. The
purpose of this blog is to give not just guidance, but reassurance. A tangle of coloured wires
will have a pattern somewhere, trust me. It may just take time to sort them out. A good place to
start. In each cable, internal or external every single wire will be part of a pair. In BT-standard
internal wiring, the blue wire with the white band around it should be matched with the white
cable with the blue band. Well, functionally, they are all the same, and you could use any of
them, in any sequence you choose.. Think of them as road markings. You could drive anywhere
you want, but keeping left and giving way, controlled by lines, is not restrictive, just plain old
common-sense applied to make life easier. In the UK, our road-markings are consistently the
same, so we all know how to behave. Some rules are not restrictive, but liberating. If you are

faced with multiple colours, then use in the following order. For some reason, the cable running
into your house will be of a different colour scheme. It just is. These exist simply to carry weight
and should not be connected. They will be noticeably springier than the copper cables. The
ends are sharp. Therefore, typically, at the back of your master socket, the orange-white pair
will be connected, the green-black lying spare and disconnected. If your telephone service
arrives via an underground cable like this Therefore, coming out of the ground into your
property will be five different solid-coloured cables with five identical plain white cables. Oh
dear. How do you tell them apart? Underground cable is usually filled with Vaseline-type jelly,
which helps them stick together. Hopefully, whoever installed the cable will have left enough
spare cable in the socket or external box to leave the cables paired up in a twist to make this
relationship clear. Around , Openreach introduced new colours to the former BT-specification
cable described above. Someone has blamed accountants, as solid colours are cheaper to
produce than banded colours. Like the underground cable, it is likely that they are twisted
together. An independent engineer can help sort out the occasional horror. Welcome to my
world. Your explanation is the best I have found! Thank you. I have an old cottage with wiring
used and unused everywhere including telephone extensions. I am trying to reduce all the
surface wiring. The wires that are connected into the house are the Orange and White only.
They are joined by crispers. The reason I ask is that I will be removing most of the extension
wiring nearly back to the incoming wiring cannot do it all the way and need to make sure before
I start. Any advice would be welcomed. This makes life easier for tracing. However, I have
encountered all kinds of weird combinations in houses. They generally still work, but slow
tracing work down. Only fit the bare minimum, and make use of cordless phones to give a
service to remote rooms. Hi Rob, just wondering if you can helpâ€¦â€¦.. Just had Sky broadband
installed, and Openreach engineer installed a new Master Socket in my garage, disconnecting
the old master socket that was installed upstairs townhouse, integral garage downatsirs, lounge
upstairs. Just wondered if you had any worldly wisdom to assist me with this, very frustrated
trying t find answers on Google. This attaches to pin 3 on the master socket and pin 3 on a
slave socket, one equipped with a ring capacitor. From what you have described, I wonder if
your exchange supports rotary dialling I will make some enquiries with some of my heritage
equipment sages about this. Update Telewest, Virgin and TalkTalk exchanges do not support
rotary equipment. However, the general consensus is that your exchange does not accept pulse
dialling, although that used by the previous owner did. The ring issue is mysterious, as the
phone contains a ring capacitor anyway. Try connecting the bell wire between the number 3 pin.
However my upstairs telephone is not working. Any help appreciated. It is possible that he has
not reconnected the wires that fed the upstairs socket. The good thing about the 5C is that you
can connect extension wires without using tools. Find the terminals marked 2,3 and 5 behind
the front cover of the socket and pop the appropriate wires to upstairs into 2 and 5. Order does
not matter. No need to strip the cable â€” just pop it in as far it will go, then push down the clear
plastic clamp. No problem. A short Google review is always appreciated, as it helps me to
continue giving free advice. I have a very very old twin socket installed by the former BT
engineer who owned my house before. I want to replace it with a 5C master scoket and a Mk 4
filtered faceplate. The cable at the top of the page is what I have and looking at what I can find, I
see I only need the blue pair of wires. At the moment I have:. Well it worked! Thank you for you
advice. Hi I am trying to rewire a bt master and have a white cable coming into the house so
which goes to A and which to B. From a pole, this is likely to be the orange and white pair,
which can be attached in any order to A and B. From a hole, this may be the plain white and
plain blue pair. Again, the polarity is not important. The wire is coming into my lounge by the
window the outer cable is white and has 6 wires to choose from. Does that sound right? I have
blogged elsewhere about wiring colours and their variations. I would try each pair in turn.
Sometimes, home-owners fiddle with the cable, mix up the colours, and make life very hard who
work to the normal conventions of cable use. Thanks firstly for providing this valuable resource.
This article comes near, but not quite! He advised moving the router to the master socket, which
I did. I had to install Powerlines for the Ethernet connections in the other room as a result d The
arrangement has proved unsatisfactory for various reasons and I set about moving it back.
Phones on the extensions work perfectly as they should. I also believe this is now preventing
Broadband from being available on the extensions. My understanding is that I need to connect
two of the three unused wires to the clear plastic camlocks on the rear of the faceplate. That will
provide filtered Broadband to the extension sockets. A long preamble to a short question! I
wanted though to be as comprehensive as I could. Your input would be hugely appreciated.
This morning I attended a house where extra unnecessary connections were attracting
interference, and causing problems. My preference, however, is to hard-wire devices such as
movie streaming devices. A local independent engineer might be able to help, having see what

you are wanting to achieve. Like for example 1 Green Power. Like for example Only 2 and 5 will
be needed. The rest can be a distraction, act as aerials to interference, and slow broadband
down. I have blogged recently on this. Your email address will not be published. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Facebook Twitter RSS.
Steven Johnson on 27th April at Regards Reply. Rob Govier on 27th April at I hope that this
helps. Carl Hobbs on 9th August at The other person cannot hear you speaking. Thanks in
advance, and thanks for a great article. Carl Hobbs. Rob Govier on 9th August at Hello, Thanks
for your kind comments. From what you have described, I wonder if your exchange supports
rotary dialling I will make some enquiries with some of my heritage equipment sages about this
Update Telewest, Virgin and TalkTalk exchanges do not support rotary equipment. Rob Reply.
Simon Rose on 15th August at Rob Govier on 15th August at Hello, It is possible that he has not
reconnected the wires that fed the upstairs socket. I have blogged somewhere on the site about
the NTE5C. Paul Mellor on 30th January at Thanks Rob! Rob Govier on 30th January at
Jonathan Davies on 2nd November at Hi, not sure if my first comment got through â€” problem
with javascript. At the moment I have: Blue with white bands connected to pin 2 and White with
blue bands connected to pin 5. Rob Govier on 2nd November at Jonathan Davies on 3rd
November at Diamond thank you. Jonathan Davies on 5th November at Thank you for you
advice Reply. Rob Govier on 6th November at Thanks for letting me know. If any of this on-line
content and help has been useful, feedback is always welcomed. Chris on 3rd December at Hi I
am trying to rewire a bt master and have a white cable coming into the house so which goes to
A and which to B Reply. Rob Govier on 3rd December at Hello, Is this from a pole or from a
hole? Chris Roberts on 3rd December at Dougie on 31st January at Hi there, Thanks firstly for
providing this valuable resource. Rob Govier on 1st February at Meanwhile, if the blog and my
response have value, please feel free to leave a Google review. Ian Whatton on 13th February at
The Main Telephone Cable that enters through the wall in my flat is the above 6 core cable. Rob
Govier on 13th February at Like for example:- 1 Green Power. Submit a Comment Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Please note you must use the correct inserter tool to
push the wires in to the phone socket IDC connectors. Failing to do so will open the blades
permanently damaging the connector. The blades are designed to bite through the insulation
and make a connection. For new sockets, spare parts and the correct inserter tool click here
Sockets and Parts. Normally, the first pair used for your telephone line is solid Orange, solid
White. Good wire cutters are essential when cutting BT Dropwire. This cable is heavy duty to
cope with any kind of weather. This protects your fingers from a painful spike when terminating.
Do not underestimate the danger of the steel support wires. Follow my telephone wiring colour
code and things should work first time for you. You can see the Test Socket revealed to allow
you to check the BT line before your own wiring. This is how the Telephone Wiring Colour Code
looks wired with the stripey telephone cable. Note that this is the latest type available with a Bell
Circuit Filter the cylindrical protrusion next to the terminals. Telephone Extension Sockets have
6 connections labelled 1 to 6. The change in this practise though came along with Broadband as
the ADSL filter now has the component to enable each phone to ring. The Bell Circuit, pin 3,
should therefore not be connected if you would like faster broadband. By removing this on all
telephone extension sockets in your house you will almost certainly see increase internet speed
instantly! This picture shows a conventional telephone extension socket correctly wired with
the stripey cable. No need to terminate the brown wire. Always leave slack so that if you make a
mistake you simply pull out the wires and re terminate. Click here for Telephone Connection
colour codes and description of what the wires do. For new sockets, spare parts and the correct
inserter tool click here Sockets and Parts Telephone Line cable coming in to property from the
pole This picture shows the external Dropwire cable from the telegraph pole or lead in wired
directly to the rear of the BT Master Socket NTE5. Note that this is the latest type available with
a Bell Circuit Filter the cylindrical protrusion next to the terminals Telephone Wiring Colour
Code â€” What do the wires do? Increase Internet Speed The change in this practise though
came along with Broadband as the ADSL filter now has the component to enable each phone to
ring. BT Stripey Telephone Wire Colour Code This picture shows a conventional telephone
extension socket correctly wired with the stripey cable. Components from left to right. R1,
service resistor, R2, bell wire resistor, C1, ring capacitor. These components are all on the back
plate of the NTE5c â€” as is the extension wiring â€” but the extension wiring remains
disconnected from the line until the lower half faceplate is plugged in. Master sockets have not
contained the Surge Protector since around as these can cause issues with Fibre BroadBand.
To connect the incoming line place the clean un-stripped cables in the A and B connectors as
shown, making sure the cables pass through both holes and go right to the back of the
cam-lock IDC connector. These will be the same 2 cables you removed from A and B on your
current socket. Making sure the wires stay in place, now close the cam-lock IDC fully. If you

need to open this cam-lock for any reason you need to cut off the used bit of cable then follow
the above again. Never re-use the same section of wire in any IDC connector. On the newer MK2
version of the NTE5c, they now have clear cam-locks so you can see that the cables are
correctly placed. If you have no extension wiring to install, screw this unit to your backbox then
test using the test socket, see picture below, or just clip the lower half faceplate and use as
normal. Note; your extension wiring will not be connected when the lower-half face-plate is
removed. Note: Even though the extension wiring is now in the main body of the NTE5c, it will
remain unconnected from the phone line until the lower-half face-plate is installed. These will be
the same 2 cables you removed from 2 and 5 on your current socket. If your extension wiring
comes in through your backbox, route the cable as shown in the 2 pictures below â€” running
the cable along the bottom of the socket, then out the right-hand side of the hole. Rear view of
extension wiring. NTE5C fitted, finished. Standard incoming BT line drop wire â€” Close up. The
Steel Tension Cables can be other colours, but all 3 are always the same colour. If using a
plastic backbox without any metal in the mounting holes, use the self taping screws, otherwise
use the machine screw â€” the machine screws are also for use on the metal back box sunk into
wall. If your telephone does require a ring capacitor, use a decent microfilter that contains the
ring capacitor. Or eBay. Is this the same way to connect the new MK4 master box with the 2
sockets fitted 1 for telephone the other for adsl. Hi, yes, they come as one unit. Great tutorial.
Just have two question regarding the data extension. Is this correct please. Hi I have master
socket with internet on top and phone on the bottom, internet is working fine, phonesocket
gone dead have use test socket when I take cover off all I get is a hiss have try a few phones
any ideas. Does it matter which way round the incoming orange white wires are connected. In
my old socket orange goes to A and white to B. Hope this helps. All of the rooms two bedrooms
and lounge have ADSL phone line sockets in. Is there an easy way to flip the VDSL to the
desired extension port? If you have a plastic box what size self tapping screws would you need
to attach the nte5c to the back box? Mine only came with machine screws. Notify me of followup
comments via e-mail. You can also subscribe without commenti
1999 ford escort repair manual free download
2008 jeep compass manual
2004 explorer wont start
ng. Next post: To view your saved passwords in Windows This site rocks the Classic
Responsive Skin for Thesis. When fitting any new socket:- Never strip any wires going into the
IDC connectors. Always connect to the next available bit of fresh, unused wire. Like these.
Steve Samain September 27, , Reply Link. Dave Fry September 27, , John Whaley October 3, ,
Pete October 18, , Hi Dave, Great tutorial. Thanks, Pete. John October 19, , Eoin Selfridge
October 31, , Hi I have master socket with internet on top and phone on the bottom, internet is
working fine, phonesocket gone dead have use test socket when I take cover off all I get is a
hiss have try a few phones any ideas Eoin selfridge. Neil March 17, , Dave Fry March 19, , Andy
December 5, , I know a article on vmadmin shows simular things. Emma Jenkins December 23, ,
Steven Cartwright January 26, , Hi, If you have a plastic box what size self tapping screws would
you need to attach the nte5c to the back box? Cheers, Steven. WP Admin.

